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TROUBLED ECONOMY

Narendra Modi's heavy hand stifles Indian democracy
ainful scenes of the
Indian government's
mishandling of the
Covid-19 pandemic,
with 25-million

infections and about 280,000
deaths and rising, have cloaked
the prepandemic slowing of the
economy and the more recent
halting of the governing
BharatiyaJanataParty's(BJP)
electoral juggernaut.

In May 2021 the IMF revised
its earlier optimistic forecasts,
saying the Indian economy was
expected to grow 6.9% in 2022,
having previously contracted by
a record 8%. This translates to
real pain and suffering: Pew
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research institute figures show
that in January 2020 about 4.3%
of Indians were earning less
than$2aday, butby the
beginning of 2021 this had risen
to 9.7%, or 134-million people.

By 2019 alarm bells were
already being rung about a
slowdown because ofmissteps

the Narendra Modi-led
government had made.
Furthermore, the pre-2020
drop in real incomes had
continued into the lockdown
period. A study by Azim Premji
University in Bangalore showed
that in 2020 the earnings of
Indian workers, including the
10%who hold salaried jobs, fell
by a third, at a time when
unemployment rose to a 45-
year high.

The quality of India's secular
democracy, once the inspiration
of freedom fighters and
democrats generally, has been
blighted by the hypermasculine,
violent and bigoted attacks of

the BJPon just about anyone
who disagrees with it or is not
Hindu. Institutions of
democracy such as the media,
the judiciary, the electoral
commission and civil society
have not been spared.

This ideology hasworked
well for the BJPbecause by the
2019 elections it had increased
its substantialmajority and the
IndianNationalCongress(INC),
the party of independence, had
been all but obliterated.

One of the BJP'stacticshas
been to get lower-caste Hindus
into its fold despite their abject
poverty by offering them
"cultural superiority over

Muslims", according to one of
India's leading intellectuals,
Ramachandra Guha.

Then came the six-state
elections of May 2, where the
BJPemerged victorious in only
one. The Economic and Political
Weekly editorialised that the
BJP'sstrategy had proved
ineffective against regional
parties, which had used "both
regional cultural identity and a
promise of good governance to
ensure electoral success".

The most critical
battleground was West Bengal,
where the BJPwas desperate to
show that its ideology was
supported even in a statewith a

strong secular tradition and
where Hindi is not the main
language.

Yet it was here where Modi
suffered the greatest humiliation
at the hands of the Trinamool
Congress(TMC)party,a
breakaway from the INC, led by
Mamata Banerjee.

What is the economic
prognosis for India?

Some fear the continued rise
of prepandemic protectionist
policies, while others urge
further opening of the economy,
"a new green deal", an increase
in the minimum wage, raised
social grants and universalised
basic services such as health,

education and transport.
Limited privatisation hasbeen
toutedto raise almost$50bn,
enough to fund two to three
years of social spending.

But these changeswill
require a deep reconfiguration
of the political space.The
situation is not helped by Modi's
personal approval rating
remaining at a high 67%.

The INC has unfortunately
not been able to secure a
hegemonic position as the voice
of the marginalised and the
poor. So other permutations are
becoming possible.

This was shown when
Banerjee, no angel herself,

urged regional opposition
leaders to unite to defeat the
BJP.This may alsobe the
moment when the BJP's
assaultson the guardians of
democracy can be reversed.

Emboldened by these losses,
it may be just the succour
required to make India the great
secular democracy it once was.

Perhaps a dose of the
Bollywood creativity and magic
Indian filmmakers are
renowned for is required to at
least help us imagine that.
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